Here we show that the blending of structurally similar oligothiophene molecules is an effective approach to improve field-effect mobility and I on /I off as compared to single components based transistors. The effect of addition of each component is studied extensively using a wide array of methods such as X-Ray diffraction, ToF-SIMS, Ambient UPS correlated with the electrical characterization.
Introduction
Blending (macro)molecules is a powerful approach to develop novel multicomponent materials with improved performances for various technological applications. Each component can also confer a well-distinct property to the ensemble, with the ultimate goal of fabricating multifunctional conjugated materials and optoelectronic devices. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Among various examples, the most well-known cases involve the blending of fullerene derivatives with polymers for solar cell applications, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] or TIPS-pentacene combined with a wide array of polymers for improving the field-effect mobility. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Less attention has been paid on investigating blends of small semiconducting molecules: a few studies were carried out that usually focused on structurally dissimilar and differently sized components such as PC 70 BM and DTS(PTTh 2 ) 2 . 22, 23 Among various families of small semiconducting molecules, oligothiophenes have attracted a great attention because of their ease of synthesis combined with their interesting charge transport characteristics. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] While the formerly developed unsubstituted derivatives were processed by means of thermal sublimation, 30, 31 oligothiophenes functionalized with alkyl side-chains made solution processing possible. 32, 33 In particular, di-hexyl-substituted oligothiophenes (DHnTs) are easily accessible model p-type molecules that have proven to display a high environmental stability, due to their ability to self-assemble into tightly packed architectures which are exposing hexyl chains, the latter acting as a protecting layer. [34] [35] [36] When self-assembled in-between the source and drain electrodes of thin-film transistors (TFTs) it revealed efficient charge transport characteristics, as witnessed by high fieldeffect mobilities. 37 We have recently demonstrated that drop-cast dihexylquaterthiophene (DH4T) thin-films could exhibit electrical performances comparable to those of vacuum-sublimed layers. 38, 39 Such an outstanding result was achieved through a careful choice of the source/drain and gate dielectric surface functionalization to tune surface energies, and by controlling the kinetics of the selfassembly process via optimization of the solvent evaporation rate. Along this line, aiming at exploiting ever effective and simple approaches for further enhancing the performances of solution processed TFT, here we opt for a strategy based on the structure similarity blending (SSB). Such a strategy relies on the blending of structurally similar molecular semiconductors as active layers in TFT. Similarity blending effects on morphology and electrical performances in organic TFTs has been already investigated extensively in the case of polydisperse polymers that can be considered as a blend of similar molecules with varying contour lengths. However, such systems lack the precise control over its components, consisting of a broad range of polymers. 40, 41 In the present study we blend organic semiconducting molecules belonging to the same chemical family (i.e. dihexyl substituted oligothiophenes) but having different length of the π-conjugated backbone. Molecular blends of oligothiophene-based small molecules have already demonstrated the possibility of achieving color tunability, 42 but no electrical characterization of such systems
is reported yet, to the best of our knowledge. Remarkably, by exploiting DH4T as a model compound, we demonstrate that its electrical performances, when integrated in blend in bottomcontact bottom-gate TFT devices, can be enhanced up to two
Experimental Section
Dihexylquaterthiophene (DH4T) was either purchased from Polyera under the name ActivInk P0400 or synthesized. Dihexylbithiophene (DH2T) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Both were used as received, without further purification. DH4T and dihexylsexithiophene (DH6T) were synthesized accordingly to an already reported procedure. 43 The solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Substrates for bottom-contact bottom-gate transistors were purchased from Fraunhofer Institute. ) and pre-patterned pairs of gold electrodes with interdigitated geometry as the source and drain. All samples were prepared and measured in a N 2 -filled glovebox to avoid oxidative doping of the materials and ensure reproducibility of the experiments. Solution preparation, hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) treatment, and electrode functionalization were performed under N 2 atmosphere. Gold electrodes functionalization consisted of their immersion into a 4 mM solution of 1-decanethiol (C 10 ) in ethanol for 12 h. The substrates were thoroughly rinsed by squirting with 100 μL of absolute ethanol five times. HMDS, which was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, was spin-coated at 1500 rpm on the substrate and annealed for 1 h at 100 °C.
The properties of organic TFTs were evaluated under positive or negative gate bias to explore the majority charge carrier type and device performance. Experimental data were analyzed using standard TFT equations (for p-type semiconductors) in the saturation regime:
where I DS is the source-drain current, V GS is the gate voltage, C 0 is the capacitance per unit area of the dielectric layer, V Th is the threshold voltage, and μ is the field-effect mobility in the saturation region. The mobilities were determined in the saturation regime at V DS = −60 V from the slope of plots of I GS 1/2 versus V GS . In all the characterized sets, the voltage range was kept constant (40 V to -60 V) for both I DS -V DS and I DS -V GS to ensure full comparison among different samples. An ambient photoelectron spectrometer (AC-2, by RKI Instruments) working at ambient conditions was employed to determine the ionization energy (IE) of the DHnT films and the work function of the different SAM-functionalized gold electrodes.
ToF-SIMS depth profiles were obtained by using a TOF-SIMS IV (IONTOF GmbH, Muenster). All measurements were performed in dual beam configuration, non-interlaced mode, alternating analysis cycles with sputtering cycles and detecting in positive ion mode. 20 keV C 60 ++ ions were used for sputtering, while a 25 keV Bi 3 + ions
were used for analysis of the central part of the crater produced by the sputter beam. In order to minimize the sample damage induced by the bismuth primary beam, in all measurements the C 60 -to-Bi dose ratio was kept larger than 5x10 2 . A JASCO V-630 spectrophotometer was employed to record the absorbance spectra of DH4T dissolved in dichlorobenzene and of drop-casted films of DH4T containing small amounts of DH2T.
Results and discussion
In order to improve the electrical characteristics of thin-films based on DH4T, we have combined such molecule with other dihexyl-substituted oligothiophenes (DHnT) analogues. 37 Such analogues exhibit either two or six thiophenes in the main conjugated backbone for DH2T or DH6T, respectively (Figure 1) . While the hexyl side chains guarantee good solubility in common organic solvents, the presence of oligothiophene backbones with variable lengths is known to determine the optical and electrical characteristics of the material. [44] [45] [46] Through the controlled blending of DH4T we aim at unravelling and exploiting three possible structural/morphological effects. First, when combined with shorter oligomers like DH2T one could expect to have the latter component filling the grain boundaries of the DH4T crystalline assembly. Second, when mixed with a longer and less soluble DH6T oligomer, one may expect the latter to act as seed of crystallization of DH4T or at least to undergo crystallization more quickly. Third, the variation of the oligothiophene length could be accompanied with a vertical phase segregation within the film which could also affect drastically the TFT performance in bottom-gate bottom-contact devices. We started by fabricating pristine DH4T-based transistors by making use of the previously reported optimized procedure which relies on the use of HMDS treatment of the dielectric SiO 2 surface and a processing using a slow evaporating solvent like dichlorobenzene (DCB) ( Table 1) . The sample was kept in a sealed environment after deposition in order to reduce the evaporation rate. The analysis of the other DHnT based pristine devices revealed that when DH2T is deposited as single component thin film, it displays no measurable charge transport characteristics once integrated in a transistor. Not surprisingly, the addition of even small amounts of DH2T to DH4T containing devices resulted in a strong decrease in field-effect mobility (Figure 2) . At 4 wt% of DH2T Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins present in the blend, the measured mobilities were very low (mobilities of 2 ×10 -4 cm²/Vs with I on /I off around 10 3 over 4 working devices). This can be explained by (i) DH2T disrupting the structural features of the DH4T films, (ii) DH2T acting as a trap for charges within the channel, and/or (iii) DH2T forming a thin layer at the interface with the dielectric, where most of the charges are transported in a bottom-contact bottom-gate transistor. Grazing Incident X-Ray Diffraction (GIXD) measurements were carried out on pristine DH4T films and those blended with DH2T as deposited from a dichlorobenzene solution. The results revealed that the addition of small amounts of DH2T into the DH4T solution does not significantly alter the crystalline nature of DH4T films ( Figure S1 ). This conclusion is further supported by UV-Vis spectroscopy. The absorbance spectra of pure DH4T in solution in DCB and in solid film are markedly different ( Figure S2) . In solution, a single absorption peak centered at 409 nm is observed. Films of DH4T show a more structured spectrum, with a large absorption peak at higher energies, and a smaller one at lower energies. When analyzing the absorbance spectra of the solid film within the framework of the exciton model, 48 the two new peaks arising in the film indicate that DH4T is crystalizing in a parallel rather than a slip stacked arrangement, in accordance with the published crystal structure. 36 Furthermore, the addition of small amounts of DH2T
into the films does not change the shape of the absorption spectra, concurring with the conclusion from the GIXD measurements that the crystalline nature of DH4T is unaltered by the addition of small amounts of DH2T. These findings rule out option (i). Photoelectron spectroscopy in air (PESA) measurements were performed to determine the Ionization Energy (IE) of the molecules. A large difference between DH2T and DH4T was measured, with values of 5.98 eV and 5.2 eV, respectively. Such a difference reveals highly unfavorable charge transfer from DH4T into DH2T, ruling out option (ii) as well. Therefore, the localization along the Z-axis of the DH2T within the blend film was investigated by means of Time of Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) measurements. These measurements were performed by using a fullerene beam as sputter erosion of the sample since it is known to allow "molecular depth profiling" of many organic systems while minimizing the ioninduced damage usually observed when using monoatomic ions. 49 In our experiments depth profiles were obtained by alternating sputtering cycles with the C 60 beam with the analysis of the crater bottom accomplished by using a very low current Bi 3 + beam. The latter produces, without introduction of appreciable damage in the sample ("static SIMS" conditions), 50 the secondary ions that are mass analyzed in the time-of-flight spectrometer. The molecular depth profile (Figure 3) shows the evolution of the protonated molecular ions of DH4T (m/z 499) and DH2T (m/z 335) as function of sputtering time, that can be assumed to be proportional to depth. The profile shows a clear accumulation of the lower molecular weight component (DH2T) in the interfacial region with silicon, with the top of the film consisting essentially of pure DH4T. In other words, the film is enriched in DH2T at the semiconductordielectric interface, where most of the charges flow between the source and the drain electrode, confirming scenario (iii). The very slow evaporation of the solvent in the optimized procedure is providing enough time for the DH2T and DH4T to undergo phase segregation. Therefore, the same blend was produced, using either dichlorobenzene or chloroform as the solvent, without modification of the evaporation rate as done in the optimized procedure through the self-assembly in an atmosphere saturated by the vapors of a given solvent. The electrical performances of samples produced from DH4T/DH2T blends in chloroform and DCB (without reduction of the evaporation rate) were tested. The field-effect mobilities with the increasing DH2T content within the films are reported in Figure  4 . A small increase of the mobilities at low quantities of DH2T was observed in both cases. The mobilities of devices produced from DCB (normal evaporation rate) were greater than those measured Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins in devices produced from CHCl 3 . Unfortunately, the increase in electrical performance is rather modest, which can easily be explained by the insulating nature of DH2T, due to a very wide band gap of 3.6 eV (as compared to 2.6 and 2.8 for DH6T and DH4T, respectively), as reported by Facchetti et al. 51 With the increasing amount of DH2T, the performance of the devices appears more and more modest. In view of the lack of improvement in the electrical characteristic of DH4T when blended with DH2T, we have focussed our attention to the combination of DH4T with DH6T, with a particular attention to the effect of blending on the electrical characteristics of DH4T. Towards this end, different amounts of DH6T were added to DH4T in a chloroform solution. Electrical characteristics of devices obtained by depositing these solution onto bottom-gate bottom contact TFTs are reported in Figure 5 . While mobilities of devices based on pristine components differ only of one order of magnitude (µ DH4T = 3.4 × 10 -5 cm²/Vs; µ DH6T = 4.6 × 10 -6 cm²/Vs), the I on /I off such pristine films differ of as many as 4 orders of magnitude, with DH6T exhibiting a very poor semiconducting characteristics characterized by an I on /I off as low as 20. Significantly, an impressive improvement of charge-transport characteristics has been observed when using a blend with an excess of DH6T, i.e. DH4T:DH6T=10%:90%, quantified by a 50-fold and 300-fold increase in mobility compared to the pristine DH4T and DH6T, respectively. In terms of I on /I off , the most favorable blend was obtained by using equal amounts of each component (I on /I off = 5 × 10 5 ), being 4 orders of magnitude greater than for the neat DH6T, with values rather close to those of DH4T both in terms of mobility and I on /I off . I DS -V GS curves are presented in Figure 5 , output curves are reported in Figure S4 , V Th and I off as a function of DH6T wt% are reported in Figure S5 . We observe that both in terms of current range and shape of transfer curves, the samples containing from 100% to 50% of DH4T exhibit very similar transfer curves, demonstrating a very minor effect of the DH6T on the charge transport mechanism in the channel of the device. Optical microscope images (Figure S7 ) reveal that most of the DH6T present in the channel forms aggregates that are not large enough to bridge the channel, explaining the minor impact on the measured electrical performances. However, output curves indicate progressive reduction of the contact resistance with increased amounts of DH6T in the blend. This is explained by the goldsemiconductor interface since the HOMO level of DH6T is lower compared to that of DH4T. On the other hand, when the film contains an excess of DH6T, even small amounts of DH4T (5-10%) result in major changes in mobility, I on /I off and threshold voltage. Interestingly, the films made from a 10% DH4T-90% DH6T exhibit characteristics that are peculiar to both materials, i.e. a high (DH6T-like) off current and a low (DH4T-like) threshold voltage. However, the two features stem from different portions of the film along Z. In particular, the parasitic low-resistive contributions that determine the I off are usually directly proportional to the film thickness and stem from the top portions of the film. Conversely, the threshold voltage is generally dominated by interfacial traps located either at the semiconductor-dielectric or semiconductor-electrodic interface. A DH6T-like bulk is not surprising in a film comprising 10% DH4T-90% DH6T since the latter accounts for most of the film volume. The observed increases in electrical performances at this ratio are very interesting since the highest observed mobilities would be expected to be at best equal to the mobilities of either DH4T or DH6T, if the materials were completely phase-segregated. While the high I on /I off could be explained by DH6T aggregates surrounded by DH4T areas, the observed mobility is likely due to a complete change in crystallinity of either DH4T, DH6T or both upon blending. By and large, charge transport in DHnT blends can be strongly affected by the addition of a small quantity of another (similar) oligothiophene. While very small amounts of DH6T added to the smaller molecule DH4T determine a decrease in charge transport, the opposite scenario (small amounts of DH4T added to the DH6T solution) results in a drop in the mobility of the devices, similarly to the case of DH2T/DH4T pair, but with a largely superior 30-fold improvement upon addition of the smaller oligothiophene (comparison of mobilities provided in Figure S6 ). This can be explained either by the structural characteristics of the blended film (in particular, phase segregation), or by DH6T acting as a trap for charges. In order to cast light onto the first hypothesis, PESA measurements were carried out. With a penetration depth below 4 nm, PESA measurements provide precious information on the composition of the film at the top surface. It revealed that the Ionization Energy (IE) of DH4T is markedly different from that of DH6T, amounting to 5.2 eV and 4.85 eV, respectively. The values of the Ionization Energy as a function of the amount of each material in the blend are reported in Figure S8 . The IE was found to be constant for blends ranging from pure DH4T to 50:50 DH4T:DH6T blends, indicating that at such ratio DH4T forms a film over the DH6T. This can be explained by the lower solubility of DH6T, leading to the sudden formation of DH6T aggregates, that are present in the bottom of the film upon solvent evaporation. Unfortunately, because of the high roughness in DH6T films deposited from a chloroform solution, TOF-SIMS measurements did not provide reproducible results. The fact that the DH6T lies at the interface between the SiO 2 dielectric surface and DH4T explains the observed drop in mobility for small percentages of DH6T reported in Figure 4 . Since the IE of DH6T is lower than that of DH4T, charges get trapped in the DH6T at the interface. At small quantities of DH4T, the large error bars are due to the disparity on the x/y-scale of the layer within each tested sample. Nevertheless, the DH4T seem to affect the observed IE even when present in small quantities, due to its position over the DH6T. The observed improvement in electrical characteristics can be likely attributed to the effect of DH4T bridging the DH6T crystallites leading to better percolation paths connecting source and drain electrodes. Furthermore, these areas of DH4T separating DH6T are sufficient to inhibit charge transport when I DS is below V Th,DH4T . These observations unambiguously show how effective is our method of blending two similar materials with different physico-chemical properties in order to improve their electrical characteristics. This approach can be surely applied to other classes of materials and for improving or controlling other type of properties. Please do not adjust margins
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In summary, we have demonstrated that by blending structurally similar oligothiophenes using a low-boiling point solvent such as chloroform, the field-effect mobility of DH4T could be improved by two orders of magnitude. Such an enhancement is achieved by simple combining it with another similar-performing small molecule from the same family (DH6T). The addition of very small quantities of a less synthetically expensive and nonsemiconducting molecule (DH2T) was proven to be an effective way of affecting the electrical performance of the tested transistors. When a high boiling point solvent was used, phase segregation along the z-axis was observed, reducing electrical performances. On the other hand, the use of a low boiling point solvent such as chloroform (hindering the thermodynamically favored phase segregation in multicomponent films) led to an improvement of performances in the bi-component blend, similarly to DH6T/DH4T blends. While most methods relying on multiple semiconducting materials in the same devices focus on separate layers, with multiple processing difficulties, our approach of blending proved to be simple, effective and can be adapted to most semiconducting small molecules for improved processability and performances. This approach would open new perspectives in the tuning of electrical performances of TFT by appropriate doping the semiconducting layer. Moreover, our processing method, based on drop-casting, a technique similar to ink-jet printing, as a means to achieve high mobility devices is compatible with large-area applications thus providing a pathway towards organic electronics that satisfies the needed balance between performance and processability. In each case, study of the electrical characteristic of the bi-component blends in a bottom-gate bottom-contact TFT was crucial to gain insight into the structure film at the bottom interface, while the top surface was probed by ionization energy measurements. This innovative and simple approach to film-structure determination can substitute more traditional techniques such as AFM and ToF-SIMS, as it allows strong discrimination between molecules that differ by their electrical characteristics and energy levels.
